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Aims and scope (summary) 

• US Bank Holding Company (BHC) structures have remained a black box.  

• This paper sheds light on the internal capital markets of BHCs!

• Study the workings of internal capital markets within BHCs with bank and 
non-bank subsidiaries 

• Examines internal dividend policies of banks and non-banks and how they 
vary with own earnings and external dividends of the parent BHC.



Results and findings (summary)

• BHCs use internal dividends from banks to reallocate cash flows to non-
banks and external dividends. (“source of strength” –reversed!)

• The analysis is done in two parts:

• Part 1: The bank segment shields the non-bank in bad times from paying 
internal dividends. (Simple regression: non-causal)

• Part 2: BHCs bank segment provides funds to the parent as it expands 
its non-bank segment after major acquisitions (diff-in-diff analysis)



Contribution : A significant step forward!

• This is a significant data undertaking with painstaking attention to detail.

• If you have any doubt, read the data appendix to the paper! Clearly a non-
trivial exercise.

• Judicious simplification of what could well be a very complicated 

• Paper has gained significant attention from policymakers. Well-deserved! 

• Carefully done analysis: My suggestions will be to push towards causality.



Part 1: Schematic
101 BHCs from 2003-2007
299 bank-year observations



Part 1: Analysis
101 BHCs from 2003-2007
299 bank-year observations



1. Sample Period: 
2003-2007

Associations tell an 
important story.

Consider further 
analysis: 

• Crisis data? 
• Exploit cross-

section variation? 
• Variation by non-

bank type?



2. What’s driving these results? Use a different metric?



3. Asymmetric response 
to income
The asymmetric result: 2-sided 
variation with non-bank income 
BUT only 1-sided variation in bank 
income

Question: Is one-sided variation 
with bank income true of multi-
scope BHCs only or also true of 
single-scope BHCs?

Currently the sample (for this first 
part)  includes only multi-scope 
banks. 

Perhaps an expanded sample that 
includes BHC with only banks and 
no non-banks can help resolve some 
of the selection issues here.



Part 2: Using acquisitions (1993-2007)



Some questions on Part 2 (the DiD analysis) 

• How does one interpret the coefficient for the major (largest) acquisition? At 
the time of the acquisition, does a BHC know this will be its largest 
acquisition?

• Suggesion: perhaps, use a threshold, say, acquisition above 5% of assets?

• Maybe move to a treatment that is exogenous?

• Suggested candidate: Graham Leach Bliley Act (1999)? Table 1 presents 
evidence of “a big uptick” in major acquisitions following the GLB 1999 Act.

• Significantly more appealing for researchers and policy



Overall Comments

• Results are a major contribution to the less known area of BHC internal 
dividends 

• Excellent and important data collection; significant data undertaking 

• Very carefully done robustness checks with particular attention to detail 
with respect to institutional arrangements. Learned a lot!

• Suggestions towards causal inference.


